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El Salvador's justice system has been at a virtual standstill since July 1 due to a deadlock in the
Legislative Assembly over the selection of the country's first postwar Supreme Court. The judicial
crisis was triggered by Congress's failure to reach agreement on a series of court nominations by
July 1, when the terms for outgoing justices expired. The principal stumbling block is disagreement
over nomination of the Supreme Court's Chief Justice. The bitter debate between deputies from
the governing Alianza Republicana Nacionalista (ARENA) and the four opposition parties in the
legislature has lead to a virtual impasse on the issue.
Congressional representatives from the Frente Farabundo Marti para la Liberacion Nacional
(FMLN), the Partido Democrata Cristiano (PDC), the Movimiento de Unidad, and the Convergencia
Democratica (CD) steadfastly support Abraham Rodriguez for the chief justice position. Rodriguez,
a respected lawyer and founder of the PDC, was a member of the three-person Ad Hoc Commission
named to purge the armed forces of officers suspected of corruption or human rights abuses. The Ad
Hoc Commission was formed as part of the peace accords that ended the 12-year civil war. ARENA
legislators, however, argue that Rodriguez is a "politician" with presidential ambitions and that
his nomination contradicts even the opposition's argument that the Supreme Court should not
be politicized. In addition, the Salvadoran military is allegedly lobbying ARENA deputies against
Rodriguez's nomination since the army fears that Rodriquez might favor overturning an amnesty
law passed in March 1993 that protects officers accused of human rights abuses and other crimes
from prosecution.
ARENA has proposed three of its own candidates for the chief justice post, all of which were rejected
by the opposition parties. The opposition argues that non-ARENA candidates should head the
judiciary since ARENA already controls the executive and the legislature. "We have accepted more
than 65% of ARENA's proposed bills in congress, but on this issue we must remain firm," said
FMLN leader Eduardo Sancho. "We cannot accept that one party has absolute control over the
state."
The opposition has sought to compromise with ARENA in some respects to gain the government's
backing for Rodriguez, but to no avail. On July 11, for example, FMLN deputy Orlando Quinteros
suggested that if ARENA did not block Rodriguez's candidacy, an agreement could be arranged that
would commit Rodriguez to avoid any new ruling on the 1993 amnesty law. But ARENA deputies
called the offer "ridiculous," adamantly insisting that the amnesty issue has nothing to do with their
rejection of Rodriguez. "No one is afraid of Abraham," said ARENA deputy Rene Figueroa. "What
we object to is the political baggage he carries with him, because he is committed to the PDC."
To date neither side has been able to garner the necessary votes to end the deadlock. Under the
legislative reforms promulgated as part of the peace accords, the election of the Supreme Court and
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reforms to the constitution must be approved by two thirds of the congress, or 56 of the 84 seats.
ARENA has 39 seats plus four from its ally, the Partido de Conciliacion Nacional (PNC). The 41
opposition votes include 21 from the FMLN, 18 from the PDC, and one each from the Movimiento de
Unidad and the CD. Meanwhile, as an interim response to the crisis the legislators have agreed to
indefinitely extend the terms of the current justices while a four-person subcommission attempts to
negotiate the impasse.
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